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Up to the present time, with 6,000 central station companies in the United States, there has never been a company or plant established to supply electricity to a farming region. Perhaps there never will be. Conditions in the central station industry have changed so rapidly in thirty years that electrical supply, once the peculiar enjoyment of residents in a limited city area is now available, from the one source, over hundreds of square miles. The Boston Edison company, which began twenty-five years ago with a little area of perhaps half a mile arouna Faneui! Hall, now covers a large part of Massachusetts with its drcuits, and has many farm supply problems on its hands. Around Chicago, the North Shore Eleotric lt company furnishes 24-hour current to a population Qf 250,000, in an area of 1,200 square miles, reaching 71 cities and towns, and some hamlets with barely 100 people. It has already many farmers on its books, and will soon have many more on its lines. The Public Service Company of New Jersey covers with its circuits the whole of the northern part of the State. Out in California, from the Sierras, electrical energy is fed to San Francisco over 200 miles away, and the circuits of the one system embracing more, than half the counties in the State, are availed of already by many a farmer who never expeots to have a railway track laid in front of his barn yard. It has been proposed to throw into 25 or 30 plants, the generating capacity of all the 400 existing central stations of !New York State, because it is so easy now to distribute electricity that is made economically in great .quantity. In England, the idea has boldly been put forward by Ferranti of using in about 100 central stations 60 million tons of coal, to supply the whole country, farmers included, with electricity at as low a price as % cent per kilowatt hour-11/3 horsepower for an hour for half a farthing. Here in varying instances we have reality and dream, but all emphasizing the immense fact that electricity has ceased to be the servant merely of the city population, and now regards as within its reach any populated district where poles can be set and wires strung. I is needless to go into the technical details of the process of engineering and invention to which this expansion must be attributed. Three main factors are involved, namely, the adoption of the alternating current, the utilization of water powers, and the resort to higher pressures of current. Of all these changes the farmer is especially the beneficiary at present, and destined to be even more so in the near future. The methods of supply have been tried out and firmly established. The questions now confronting the central station manager, and already being dealt with 1y him in a great many instances are those of specific local distribution and service. Sometimes the farmer' has still to consider the problem merely for himself. The farmer may install his own private electric generating plant, or several neighbors might band to-gether and construct a power station of their own, each being served on the co·operative plan. The most extensive use of electricity, however, in the rural or farming districts will, unquestionably, come as a development of present central station systems or the organization of companies having as their prime abjed, the serving of farmers' needs, through well planned electric plants located in the heart of the agricultural sections. During 1910-11 a canvass was made by a committee, specially appointed by th- National Electric Light Association, to investigate the work of the various central stations in its membership in developing and caring for the electric power and lighting service to farms and in rural districts. The result of this canvass was embodied in a report prepared by this rural electric service committee, of which Mr. J. G. Learned was, chairman, and presented before the National Electric Light Association's annual convention, May 29th, 1911. The evidence brought out in the report is most interesting and encouraging. Interest ing data and valuable suggestions are, therefore, now before us on this new problem of extending central station electric service to the farmer. In mapping out territory, the central station can 110 longer regard the outlying sections as of no immediate concern. They are to be reckoned with, and preparations should be under way to develop this business along lines that would insure handling it on such a basis as will give satisfaction to the farmer, and be profitable to the service company. It is clear, from the reports of several electric plant3, where the rural business has been developed along good engineering lines and the farmer assisted in the solution of his somewhat complex mechanical farm problems, that this service is profitable. Other central station companies are now making elaborate plans for carrying out methods of farm supply. The uses to which electricity can be advantageously applied in rural districts are many, and far more in fact than one would lt first suppose. For reasons of safety and labor saving, the need for electricity is really greater in farming districts than in the more densely populated sections, owing to the comparati ve isolation and consequent difficulty in obtaining labor. In the agricultural sections where stock farming is carried on, or where there is considerable water to be pumped for irrigation purposes; the use of electric power is well recognized as a decided betterment anI] it is il such districts, largely, that one will find the greatest opportunity for immediate progress. Broadly stated, the stock breeding and stock feeding districts require more power than truck gardening districts. A stock farm requires to have conveniently within its reach at least 25 horse-power for feed grinding, ensilage cutting, threshing, pumping and a variety of similar uses. The operation of dairi{s and creameries also requires considerable power ani is an inviting field for the use of e!ectricity. Naturally, the farmer is not compelled to use electricity, for there are several types of agricu ltural power apparatus utilizing steam, oil, heated air or other source of energy, which may usually be employed at a somewhat less first cost, but the convenience, absence of risk and cleanliness of electric service are features which he values. It is not necessary, therefore, to exert much effort in explaining the :dvantage of electricity, but the question is on what basis shall the service be supplied? The conditions incident to the supply of electricity in the rural or farming districts differ so materiailJ from those in the towns and cities that when the “farm” is considered, one is in the habit of regarding the proposition as undesirable, because one does not clearly see the manner in which such service may be economically rendered nor the extensive, uses to which electricity may be applied in agriculture. This ignorance is not a universal condition by anv means, but jt is illustrative of the atmosphere surrounding many central stations, located adjacent to good farming sections. In northern Colorado, we find a progressive COlDpany that apparently has attacked the problem in the right manner, and some of the characteristic features of the service supplied are illustrated in the accompanying photographs. In the center of the more thickly settled sections, 'ub or distributing stations of the type shown in Fig. 1 are erected, the object being to locate points to which to build heavy distribution feeder lines and from these SUbstations as centers to feed out lateral branches. This system em bodies good engineering methods 274 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN September 23, 1911 am makes the current transmission costs such lhat for farmer business the same rates are charged as those asked within the towns, the only difference being that a minimum charge is made to insure a reasonable return for the extra investment in the pole lines, the frst cost of which this central station company fnds it agreeable to bear. The planning of this system has been carefully done and the company's policy is to encourage the utilization of its current. The soliciting agents are trained in the uses to which electricity may be efciently applied in farming and their success in securing results and business rests solely on their power to convince the farmers of the merit of each idea suggested. It is quite natural that the rural consumers will require more individual attention from electrical solicitors, owing to the entire reliance of the farmer on this source for information. This makes farmers somewhat more expensive to care for as customers, but in the period of development it is money well spent, as friendship is created or cemented and new uses are found for current. An especially desirable feature of the farmers' service is the fact that the power or principal portion of their current requirement is entirely during the daytime, which makes a tendency to balance up the load on the power station without adding to the “peak” load conditions. It is, therefore, obvious that many plants in smaller cities can supply farms during the day and their urban customers at night, from the same generators. Figs. 2, 3, and 4 illustrate water electrically pumped, for irrigation purposes, which is an important feld for the use of power in any agricultural section. Fig. 2 shows a small inexpensive housing for the electric pumping plant, which elevates the water from a reservoir, a corner of which is shown in the background. The water is delivered f'om the pump through a system of trenches upon an acreage of sugar beets. In nearly all western States it is impossible to raise fruit, grain or garden crops without the 'aid of irrigation. Everywhere crops would gain if irrigation were more general. Gravity irrigation is not always possible, due to the level of the land, with respect to the water source. To irrigate these high lands, which are often more valuable than the lower lands, it is necessary to raise the water by pumping. A general view of one of these electric pumping equipments is illustrated in Fig. 3, while Fig. 4 shows quite another condition, in that the land of this particular feld is so low that water would naturally collect in places, forming marshes. The pumping equipment seen in Fig. 3 is utilized to keep this feld drained during the season of irrigation; and the large feld of potatoes-the foreground of the illustration·-receives the beneft of this water. The central station system above referred to, and of which these illustrations are photographs, would be entirely appropriate as a means for mastering the farmers' electric service problem in any locality, and while the uses to which electricity may be applied difer in the various localities, these illustrations are especially signifcant. The more extensive' use of irrigating methods and power applications for general purposes must be adopted in successful farming systems of the future. This fact at once fuggests a new feld for the central station service that will no longer be neglected. It was the introduction of electric motors that enabled manufacturers of all classes to determine def-nitely their power costs. The results thus obtained, through the elimination of belting and shafting lOSSeS and by measuring directly efective power used, were surprising. On the farm, the advantages of such a change lie in another direction. The saving in power is not ,,0 important, for the amount of energy needed for this purpose is never so great as in the manufacturing establishment. The “ever ready” feature of the electric notor is here its chief advantage. Moreover oils and other combustible fuels, useful as they are, always introduce a decided additional fre risk wherever used, and of necessity farms are isolated in outlying districts away from organized fire protection. Small power engines, using gas or oil fuel, may be placed at a distance from buildings when in operation, which of course is safer, but not so convenient. The danger, however, cannot be so readily lessened in the use of oil lamps, matches and lanterns, nor is it very convenient to have to go outside to a point distant from the central buildings whenever power work is done. It is the inconvenience of things that often spells failure for farmers. With a minimum of labor at command and a maximum of work to do throughout, most seasons of the year, a direct saving in time of getting ready on each operation is all important. From this point of view, therefore, the utilization of central station electricity for farming sections within striking distance of established power houses is ideal. The central station manager and the farmer have diferent “angles of attack,” but in reality their interests are the same. It takes time, however, to size up correctly a new situation of this kind, and this fact accounts for the tardy development of electrical matters in rural districts. The successful farmer of to-day is vastly diferent from the farmer of a generation ago. He operates, maintains and develops his farm with the care and shrewdness of a business man. He analyzes his soil with the sale purpose of determining or of adapting to it the kind of crops best adapted to its characteristics and conditions. He realizes that his stocl: must no longer trample tons of fodder under foot during the feeding season. Instead, he must cut the roughage and feed it in such manner that there will be little waste. The result of adopting such an obviously better method is success. All this, however, takes power, and the old time tread mill is too awkward to harmonize with the situation under the improved conditions. Power machinery, therefore, becomes a necessity, and the electric motor is ever the dream of the man who wishes to be abreast of the times. The matter of fnance has yet to be mastered oy most farmers, and central station men must remember this when arranging for the farmer's Initial investment. It will be policy to fnd a way to provide the line wires, transformers and meters, but cutting and hauling poles is a farmer's work and one can well leave this to him. He is often a skillful mechanician, familiar with the technique of a trade, and he or his sons take just as kindly to the handling of a dynamo or motor as they do to the operation of an automobile. The main thing to do in introducing electrical applications on the farm is to utilize-not in the city but on the spot-all these latent possibilities.
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